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Let 0 be the valuation ring of a p-adic field K. Given a system S = (S,, . . . . S,) of 
diagonal forms of degree d z 1 in n variables over Co, one obtains a map 
F: W -+ Iw u {co} by assigning to each a E 8’ the “solution density” of S(x) = a. 
The objective of the present paper is to study some properties of F and its Fourier 
transform, and as a by-product we shall obtain the result that S has a common 
non-trivial zero in K”, provided that n > 2dr, d is a unit in 0, and the residue field 
of 0 contains suffkiently many elements. c 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a system of diagonal forms 
si(xl 3 ...9 x,)=a,,x~+ ... +a,X$ i d r, 
of degree d > 1 over a fi-adic field K. If K = Q, for some prime p, Daven- 
port and Lewis [3] have shown that S has a common non-trivial zero in 
K” provided that n > 9r2d log(3rd) of d is odd, and n 2 48r2d3 log(3rd2) if 
d> 2 is even. This result could be improved by Schmidt [6] and by recent 
work of Low, Pitman, and Wolff [5], who showed that d > 2 and 
n 2 48rd3 log( 3rd’) are sufficient for the existence of a non-trivial zero. 
On the other hand, let k denote the residue field of K, and q = # k, the 
number of elements in k. Then well-known results of Ax, Kochen [l] and 
Cohen [2 J suggest that an even smaller number of variables is required to 
ensure the existence of a non-trivial zero, if we additionally assume q to be 
large enough. In fact, we shall prove in the present paper: 
THEOREM 1. (i) Let d, r, n, 6 be positive integers such that n > 2dr, 
2 < 6, and 6 ( d. Then there is a number b = b(d, r, n, 6) > 0 such that every 
system of diagonal forms S, , . . . . S, E K[X, , . . . . X, J of degree d has a 
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common non-trivial zero in K” provided that char k does not divide d, 
g.c.d. (d, q - 1) = 6, and q > b. 
(ii) If char k does not divide d, and if d and q - 1 are relatively prime, 
then every system of diagonal forms S, , . . . . S, E K[X, , . . . . X,,] has a common 
non-trivial zero in K” provided that n > dr. 
As in [6], the proof will be based on the Hardy-Littlewood method, 
though (ii) may also be obtained by Hensel’s Lemma. The condition 
char k 1 d has been included only for technical reasons (cf. Section 3) and 
might prove dispensable after an application of more refined techniques. 
We shall proceed as follows: first let 0 denote the valuation ring of K, 
and let rr be a generator of the maximal ideal of 0. We may then assume 
that all aiiE 0, and regard S as a map 0” + 8’. For each s E N we define 
a locally constant function W,: 0’ --f Z by 
W,(a) = # {x mod rrsU’: S(X) = a mod r?O’), aE0’. 
We shall consider the function F: 0’ + R v ( co } given by F = 
lim inf q(‘-“‘“W, and its Fourier transform, and show: if char k does not 
divide d, n> dr, and if S is bottomed in the sense of [6], then F is 
continuous, and the Fourier inversion formula holds (Theorem 2). For a 
certain class of systems this leads to an estimation of F(0) in terms of q, d, 
r, n, and 6, and Theorem 1 will follow immediately. 
2. AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
Let @ denote the group of all continuous homomorphisms 0’ + C ‘. 
Then 8’ is the union of all l?:, where &, SE N, denotes the group of all 
2~ 6’ that vanish on IIV’. If ~1 denotes the Haar measure on 0’ with 
~(0~) = 1, then for every p-integrable function f: 0’ + R u ( - 00, co }, the 
Fourier transform j! @ --) @ is defined as usual by 
In particular, this applies to the functions W, and F defined above; for all 
W, are obviously integrable, and so is F, by Fatou’s Lemma. 
It follows from the definition of W, that for all t 2 s and a E 0’ 
W,(a) = q”($- ‘) # {x mod &P S(x) c a mod rrs 0’1 
= e-r) 4 c W,(b), 
bramod+ 
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where the sum is taken over a complete set of representatives mod z’@’ 
subject to the specified condition. But this implies 
q”-“‘“~~(~)=q-“” 1 W,(a)/l(a) 
a mod ns 
‘4 
--nr c W,(b)A(b) = q(r-n)wl(3L) (1) 
b mod x1 
for all A E &. Thus it makes sense to define CD: 6, -+ C by 
@= lim q(‘-“)“@s. 
s-00 
By (1) we have 
&s=q’“-r’“@ on R:, (2) 
and as W, is constant on each subset a + nW’, 
I$+0 on CC’--ri:. (3) 
In general, Qi is not the Fourier transform of F. 
Now let uj= (a,, ,.., U,j) E 0’ for each j < n, and define W, : 0’ -+ Z by 
Wj,(a) = # {X mod 7~‘: X”U~ s u mod 7~~0~). 
Reasoning as above, we see that there exist functions cD~: 6’ --, @ such that 
Gj(A)= q’r-*)s~js(~) for every SE N and AE&. On the other hand, for 
every a E 0’ 
w,w=C WT/,,(b,)...W,-,,,(b,-,) wn,(a-b,- ... -b”-119 
where each bj runs through a complete set of residues mod 7cW’. Hence 
qcl-n)rsWs is the convolution of Wls, . . . . W,, for each s, which implies 
co= fi @,. (4) 
j=l 
3. COMPUTATION OF Qj 
From now on, we assume that char k does not divide d. Let j < n and 
/z E &): be fixed, and define v = V(Uj, A) to be the smallest integer t 2 0 such 
that I= 1 on ~WU,. 
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If v = 0, then 
Gjs(n) = J- W,(a) l&(a) = [S : 7cwJ .p(nYY) = q(l-“T (5) 
Otherwise let C = 7~‘- ‘Oaj + rcSQr and 
C,,,= (d(o-tny)aj+b: y~0 and ~EKW’J 
for every o E 0 with oq- ’ = 1 and 0 < t < v - 1. Then the support of Wjs is 
contained in the disjoint union U, f C, f u C. It is here that we make use 
of the assumption char k [ d: For it’imphes that for every y E 0 there exists 
a unit u E 0 such that w-‘(0 + zy) = u”, and from 
xdaj s doaj mod zS 9 (ux)~ aj = rr’(o + zy) aj mod rrS 
we see that W, is constant on C,,,. Thus 
but since A & 1 on z ‘+ V9uj + rrW, the integral on the right must vanish. 
Hence 
@jAn)= S, wjs(a)n(a) dPfa), 
or if we choose a complete system r of representatives of C/YO’, 
Fvjs(/l) = q-” c W,(a)l(a). 
acr 
(6) 
Now v>O and AE& imply that K ‘- %aj rt T&Y, and we may define a 
map p:C-rk by p(n ” - ‘yuj + b) = jj, where y E 6, b E n”O’, and where J 
denotes the residue class of y. Since 1= 1 on zyOaj, there is a character 
Q:k-43” such that AJ c = /I 0 p, and instead .of (6) we may write 
jck 
(7) 
where 
W.P= 1 WjAa>. 
Q(U) = j 
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Now let rj be the smallest integer t >, 0 such that dt 2 v - 1. Then we have 
n’jCo = (x E 0: xduje C>, and if z E 0 then p( (n’lz)” uj) is the residue class of 
nd7~-‘+lzd in k. Thus 
W,= # (zmod~“~‘i:~=~d7~~v+1zdmod.} 
= 4 s-11-1, # {jEk: jj=&)-, 
where c denotes the residue class of &“J-” + ‘, and (7) yields 
If c = 0, the sum on the right equals q, while we have 
6 = g.c.d. (d, q- l), 
if c # 0 [4]. Combining this with (5) and (8) and putting rj = 0 if v = 0, we 
get 
c#qA) = 4-7” if v& lmodd (9) 
pji(q 6 (6 - 1) q-rJ- 1’2 if vzlmodd. (10) 
4. BOTTOMED SYSTEMS 
We recall the definition of bottomed systems [6]: Let u: K-+ H u { 00 1 
denote the valuation of K, let S be defined as above, with all USE Lo, and 
let the matrix A E M(r x n, 0) be given by 
a,, ... aI, 
A= ; 
( :I 
. . 
a rl ..I a m  
Then S is said to be bottomed if there is a A E No such that for every 
TE GL(r, K) and every diagonal matrix P E GL(n, K) 
TAPdc M(r x n, 0) implies u(det T) + e o(det P) 2 -A. 
n 
In this case we define A(S) to be the smallest integer having this property. 
S is called a reduced system if d(S) = 0. 
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To understand the role of d(S) we construct a homomorphism 
D: K’ + & as follows: Let K, be the maximal unramified intermediate field 
of K/Q,, wherep=chark, and let e= [K: Ku]. Then K=K,+zK,,+ ... 
+~z+~K~, and we can define o:K-+K, by o({,+t,z+ ... +<e-lrre-‘) 
=L,, &I, ..*, le-, EK,. Let E: K--f C x be the composition 
where Tr denotes the trace of Ku/Q,, Q,, + QJE, is the natural projection, 
and Q,/Z, is embedded as p-torston subgroup of 6: ‘. Furthermore, let 
I.I’=‘I,l; + . . . + l,l: for all I = (Ii, . . . . I,) and I’= (I;, . . . . I:) in K. Then D 
is defined by 
D(l)(a) = ~(1. a), IEK’, aEOr. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that IE F, a E Lo’, and let v be the smallest integer 
t > 0 such that D(1) = 1 on &@a. Then 
min(u(f.a), 0} = -v. 
Proof: Let Co, denote the valuation ring of KU. In order to prove the 
assertion it suffices to show that the following statements are equivalent for 
all tEN),: 
(a) D(I) = 1 on &@a, 
(b) Tr(5 .a(~ ‘til.a))=Traa(~~‘fil.a)~Ep for all c$E@~, i>O, 
(c) 0(7c’+‘I-a)ECO, for all i20, 
(d) &l.aE#. 
But we have (a)o (b) by the definition of D, while (b)o (c) follows 
from the fact that the assignment (g, <‘) + Tr(lc’) mod ZP induces a 
non-degenerate pairing on p-‘Q,l&, x p-‘O,/C?$. Finally (c) * (d) can 
be derived from p-’ = &,a(&/-a) + ..- + ~e-lu(zf+e-ll.a), where 
to+ ... + c&-,A~-’ = (~~‘I-cI)-~~~-~, tin K,, while (d)+(c) is obvious. 
In particular, D(~)E ff: implies l.u~n-~O for all a~ O’, hence 1 E K-W. 
Since we obviously have D(x-“0’) c &, and since [K-W’ : 0’]= # I?:, D 
induces an isomorphism n-“Or/Co’ z 8: for each s. Thus D is surjective. 
Now consider the set - 
M,= {IECP: v(aj, A)<vi for allj<n}, 
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where v= (vr, . . . . v,) E NI; is arbitrary, ui, . . . . a, are the column vectors of 
A, and where v(uj, A) is defined as in Section 3. By Lemma 1 we have 
D-‘(MY)= {I~K’:u(l.u,)>, -v, for allj<n}, 
and M, turns out to be a subgroup of fir. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose S is bottomed. Then M, is finite for every v E N;I, 
and 
log,(# MJ<A(S)-c i: [?I. 
/=I 
Proof. For any SE N, 7~“0’nD-‘(M,) is a free O-module of rank r. 
Let TE GL(r, K) be a matrix the rows of which form a basis of 
nPSOr n D-‘(M,), and let rc-r-“~‘~~, j<n, be the diagonal coefficients of 
the diagonal matrix P. Then TAPd E M(r x n, O), and we get 
log,[rr-“B’n D-‘(Al,) : Or] = u(det T) 
Since this holds for all s, there must be an s such that D- ‘(M,) c 71 -“Or, 
and so 
# M,= [D-‘(M,): Or] <A(S)-; i [y]. 
/=l 
In particular, if v = (0, . . . . 0), then # M, < qd(“, and D-‘(M,) must be 
contained in n- dCS)Or. Thus we get: 
COROLLARY. Suppose S is bottomed and there are 1 E K* and s > A(S) 
such that $1. uj) > A(S) - s for each j. Then D(1) E 2:. 
5. Sowi INEQUALITIES 
Using the preceding results, we shall now show that @ is summable if S 
is bottomed. First consider the set 
iJ,={AE&‘:v(uj,;t)=vjforallj<n), 
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v= (v,, . . . . v,) being an arbitrary element in N;. In what follows, it will be 
convenient to use the following abbreviations: 
c, =n-dr, 
and Iv1 = i vj; 
j=l 
furthermore, a(v) will denote the number of all j< n with vj z 1 mod d. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose S is bottomed and char k does not divide d. if n > dr, 
then 
ProoJ: Let rj = - [( 1 - vj)/d], as in Section 3. For every 1 E U,, (4), 
(9), and (10) give 
l@(A)1 <((6- 1) q-l’y’ fi q-9, 
j=l 
and since U, c M,, 
,f; /@(A)( G ((6 - 1) q-1’2)acv) i q-‘j. # M,. 
Y j=l 
But if vj & 1 mod d, we get -rj = [-v//d] and 
(11) 
while vj z 1 mod d implies [ - vi/d] = - rj - 1 and 
-r,_$[~]=l+~[~]=l+~(~)-~.vj 
1 Cl =c’+2--&‘vj. 
Using Lemma 2, we now see that 
- i ~~ + log,( ,qc M,) < i?(v)(c, + l/2) - T, 
j=l 
and the assertion follows from (11). 
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Now suppose that sad(S), and let Y(s) = fir - l?:. By the corollary 
above, we have 
Y(s)c u u,, 
VGN 
where N= N,-- (0, . . . . s-d(S))“. Putting 
s 
0 
=s-A(S)- 1 
d 
and C=max{q’*(6- I)- l,O), 
we obtain from the preceding lemma: 
4 --d(s’ 1 I@(n)( < c (C+ lpr+~~ 
s-A(S) SO 
< c (C+ 1)““‘V)‘“’ - ( 
n 
c if+cqpy 
vcN{ I=0 i=O 1 
= 
( 
icQ zli+ cvl igo tlBj” 
( 
l -~s-d(S’+’ 1 -Ildsoid 
1 
n - 
1-V 
+ cv 1-?jd 
Writing R(q) for l/( 1 - q) + Cv]/( 1 - #), we get 
LEMMA 4. If S is bottomed, char k does not divide d, and if n > dr, then 
1 I@(n)\ < nqas)-cl(.~- dfs)v(dnln) R(q)” 
1 E Y(s) 
for every s > A(S). 
Since l?: is finite, the summability of @ follows immediately. But in order 
to prove Theorem 1, we also need the following inequality: Let 
N, = ((v,, . ..> v,)EN(I;:v.,=lmoddfor somej). 
Then N, is the union of all N,, where 
N,= ((v,, . . . . v,)~kJ(;j: virlmodd), j<n, 
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and by Lemma 3 
<(a- 1) ( ) Ed R(q)“- l. 
Since qc2q = qdr’” - ‘i2, we obtain: 
LEMMA‘ 5. If S is bottomed, char k does not divide d, and if n > dr, then 
R(q)” - ‘. 
6. CONCLUSION 
It is now easy to specify sufficient conditions for C@ to be the Fourier 
transform of I? 
THEOREM 2. Suppose char k does not divide d, and assume that S is 
bottomed and n > dr. Then q Cr-nJs W, converges uniformly on O’, and F is 
continuous. Furthermore, we have @ = j, and the Fourier inversion formula 
F(a)= c $((n),l(-a), aGO’, (12) 
,I.& 
holds. 
Proof: Suppose s, t are positive integers, t 2.~2 d(S), and a E 6’. 
Taking into account that the inversion formula may be applied to the 
locally constant functions W, and W,, and using (1 ), we get 
q+‘)‘W,(a) -q(‘-“‘“W,(a) = q(‘-“)’ C lPt(A)A( -a). 
Is V(s) 
Now, (2), (3) and Lemma 4 yield 
Iq”-““W,(a) - 4”-“‘“W,(a)/ < C I@(A)( <nqd(S)R(q)” tfS-d(s), 
A E Y(s) 
from which the uniform convergence of q (r-n)s W,, the continuity of F, and 
@ =‘E follow immediately. Thus P turns out to be summable, which implies 
(12). 
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To prove Theorem 1 we may restrict our attention to reduced systems 
(compare [ 3, 61); so we assume that d(S) = 0. If char k t d and n > dr, the 
preceding theorem shows that 
where the sum may be taken over all non-trivial characters R such that 
@(A) is not a positive real number. But in this case A must be in U, for 
some VEN,, as can be seen from (9); hence we can apply Lemma 5 to 
obtain 
R(q)“- I. 
So F(0) is always positive if 6 = 1. In any case, 12 > 2dr implies that there 
exists a number b = b(d, r, n, 6) > 0 such that F(0) > 0 whenever q 2 b. But 
since n > dr, F(0) > 0 is a sufficient condition for S to have a common 
non-trivial zero in K” [6], and Theorem 1 follows. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 1 has the following interesting conse- 
quence: 
COROLLARY. Suppose char k does not divide d, and n > 2dr. Then there 
exists a finite unramified extension field L of K such that S has a common 
non-trivial zero in L”. 
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